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Coupled Thermal-Hydraulic-Mechanical Phenomenain Saturated
Fractured Porous Rocks' Numerical Approach
J. NOORISHAD,C. F. TSANG, AND P. A. WITHERSPOON
Earth Sciences
Division,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory,Universityof California,Berkeley
The fundamentalsof the theory of consolidationand thermoelasticityare recastinto the formulation
of a phenomenoncalled thermohydroelasticity.
Subsequently,a variational principle and Galerkin formulationare combinedwith the finiteelementmethodto developa new techniqueto investigatecoupled
thermal-hydraulic-mechanical
behavior of liquid-saturated,fractured porous rocks. A code-to-codeverification of the method is performed.Finally, the environmentof a heater emplacedin hard rock is
simulated.The effectsof the coupledthermal stresses
in the fracturedrock are evidentfrom the dramatic
reductionof permeabilitydue to the deformationof the fractures.Theseresultscan improve the understandingof observationsand displacement
measurements
made in the in situ experimentsat the Stripa
mine in Sweden.

INTRODUCTION

The presenceof heat in a liquid-saturatedgeologicmedium
brings about a chain of events that is caused by what are
referredto as coupled thermal-hydraulic-mechanicalphenomena. The interdependenceof each of these three phenomena
leads to a coupled behavior that is very complex. However,
recent progressin coupled analysesamong pairs of thesethree
phenomenaprovides a basisfor treating all three phenomena
in a fully coupled manner. In this paper, we first review the
developments for coupled hydromechanical, hydrothermal,
and thermomechanicalprocessesand then present the fully
coupledproblem.
Hydraulic behavior of saturated porous media has been
studiedfor a long time, and excellentreviewscan be found in
recent publications [Weeks, 1977; Freeze and Cherry, 1979].
In the usual treatment of fluid flow in porous media, deformation of the medium is consideredby introducing a coefficient of specific storage [Theis, 1938]. This approach, although by no means precise, is adequate to represent most
fluid flow problems.However, the well-known theory of consolidation, introduced by Terzaghi [1925], which is mainly
used for settlementanalysis,was the first rigorous means of
analyzing the effects of deformability on flow of fluid in a
medium. Terzaghi introduced the concept of effective stress
and accountedfor the coupling of fluid flow and deformation
of the solids.Biot 1-1941]introduced a more general theory of
consolidation that makes possible a more realistic treatment
of the hydromechanical behavior of saturated porous rocks.
The early work of Blot [1941-1appearedto be physicallymotivated but was later supplementedby a thermodynamic base
[Biot, 1956].
The theoriesof mixtures [e.g., Greenand Naghdi, 1965; Crochet and Naghdi, 1966; Aifantis, 1977] have a sound thermodynamic base and a general associatedconstitutivetheory.
They provide a basisfor developing,as a specialcase,a theory
for flow of fluidsthrough porouselasticsolidsthat is equivalent to Biot's result.

tions of consolidation and multidimensional equations of fluid
flow. This provided an approximate means of analyzing general fluid flow problems in deformable porous media [Helm,
1974; Narasirnhanand Witherspoon, 1977]. In an attempt to
develop a method for the solution of general consolidation
problems, Sandhuand Wilson [1969] applied the variational
finite element method to the problem of fluid flow through
saturated,porous elastic solids.This method was extended by
Ghaboussiand Wilson [1973], who considered the effects of
fluid compressibility.
Recently, Safai and Pinder [1979] developed a Galerkin
finite element method of analyzing fluid flow through deformable porousmedia and made an attempt to considerthe entire
saturated-unsaturatedflow regime. The proper constitutive
stress-strainrelationshipsfor the extension of Biot's 1-1941-1
theory to the entire flow regime was later provided by Noorishadet al. [1982b].
Unlike soils (porous media), which exhibit the dramatic
settlement behavior that motivated the development of consolidation theories, fractures and the effects of their deformation went unnoticeduntil recently.Davis and Moore [1965]
presentedone of the first direct measurementsof fracture deformation (of the order of microns) caused by earth tides.

Snow[1968] reportedstrainsof 10-? to 10-8 at a distanceof
about 300 ft (91.4 m) from a water well in metamorphicrocks
subjectedto 30 ft (9.14 m) of drawdown. More indirect evidence of fracture deformation has accumulated from (1) the
differencebetween pumping into and pumping out of a well
[Evans, 1966], (2) the nonlinear relationship between fluid
pressure and flow rate during injection tests [Snow, 1965;
Louis and Maini, 1970], and (3) the pressuredependenceof
transmissivity in the Precambrian reservoir beneath the
Denver Basin [Van Poollen, 1969]. For some time, hydraulic
and hydromechanical analyses of fractures were achieved
using an equivalent porous medium approach. Noorishad
[1971] conducted theoretical and numerical studies of fluid
flow in a rock mass, taking into account the deformable
nature

of fractures in a discrete manner.

This work was based

For a long time, solution techniquesfor hydromechanical
on earlier studies of discrete fracture behavior from a loadproblems lagged behind theory and were restrictedto simple
deformation
point of view by Goodmanet al. [1968] and a
geometries.With the advent of computers,numerical solution
techniqueswere developedfor coupledone-dimensionalequa- fluid flow point of view by Wilson and Witherspoon[1970].
Further laboratory and field tests by Gale [1975] provided
Copyright1984by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
strong evidenceof nonlinear fracture deformability induced by
fluid pressurechangesand also verified the capability of earPaper number 4B0983.
0148-0227/84/004B-0983$05.00
lier numerical solution techniques[Noorishad, 1971].
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solution

for transient

FIELD EQUATIONS

flow of fluids in de-

formable fractured porous rocks was not achieved until reThe displacementfield within a saturated,porous elastic
cently. Ayatollahi [1978] has used an enumerative approach mediumis definedby two field variablequantities;U• and Us,
that is basedupon a generalizationof Biot's [1941] constitu- which representdisplacementvectors of the fluid and the
tive stress-strainlaw and incorporates a Gurtin [1964] type solid, respectively.The velocity field vectorsare correspondvariational principle. An extensionof this work by Noorishad ingly definedas V• and Vs,leadingto the representationof the
et al. [1982a] provides a general two-dimensionalfinite ele- fluid relative velocity as
ment solution technique for the study of the deformation,
¾• = ¾,- ¾s
(1)
stressdistribution, fluid storage,and hydraulic propertiesof a
fractured porous medium under the influenceof fluid flow and Using (1) in the Eulerian form of the massbalanceequation,
structuralboundary conditions.Reviewsof other recentefforts given in the absenceof a sourceterm as [Mercer, 1973]
to develop hydromechanicalmodelsare also available [Baca,
1980; Tsang, 1980].
+ v. fitv, = o
(2)
8t
Coupled phenomena of fluid flow and heat flow, usually
known as hydrothermal flow, have been the subjectof detailed
yields
studies. Recent accounts of the state of the art can be found in
the works by Pinder [1979] and Wang et al. [1980].
Study of thermal effectson linear and nonlinearelasticmaterials,known as thermoelasticity,is a disciplinethat has been
thoroughly coveredin physicsand engineeringand need not
be considered here. As far as rock mechanics usage is concerned,thermoelasticitylies mostly within the confinesof continuum applications.An accountof the statusand needsof the
thermomechanicalmodeling techniquesfor continuous and
discontinuousmedia is given by Hocking [1979]. More recent
reports [Baca, 1980; Tsang, 1980] indicate that somemodels
being developedeither have provisionsfor incorporatingfractures in them or actually have the capability for deterministically modelingdiscontinuousmedia.
The studies cited above have each focused on only two
aspectsof a much broader questionthat needsinvestigation.
This is the fully coupledproblemof how to analyzethe behavior of a fractured rock mass that is subject to the effects of
thermal, hydraulic, and mechanicalperturbations.We shall
refer to the combined effectsas thermohydroelasticity.From
reviewsby Atherton et al. [1976], Baca [1980], Miller et al.
[1980], and Wang et al. [1980] it appearsthat a number of

--

+ fi,V. Vs + Vs. Vfi, + V. fi,V• = 0

where

and (p and Pt are the porosity of the medium and the fluid
massdensity,respectively.Employing the comovingtime derivative, for following the motion of a solid particle along its
trajectory,expressedas
D

---

DSt

8t

+ Vs. V

(4)

in (3) resultsin the following form of the continuity equation:

+ fly.

Vs+ v. fi,

= o

(5)

Similarly, the Lagrangian form of the differentialmassbalance
for the solid is obtained

as

Dfis
DSt

+ fisV. V s = 0

(6)

This equationprovidesan important relationshipfor usein (5)
as follows.Substitutionof rs(1 - •b)ps,with Psbeing constant,
in (6) resultsin

media. However, the role of convection in the transfer of

energy had to be disregarded,and the contributionsof the
compressibilityand thermal expansionof the fluid were not
considered.
Only an indirectcouplingbetweenthe energyand
fluid flow equationsresulted.
This work is the result of our effort to treat the fully cou-

8

--

workers[e.g.,Pritchettet al., 1975;BearandCorapcioglu,
1981] have been and are consideringthe fully coupledproblem of thermohydroelasticity,
but to our knowledgevery little
on this subject has appeared in the literature. One case of
interesthas recentlybeen reported by Aboustitet al. [1982].
They have developeda variational formulation for the coupled thermal-hydraulic-mechanical
behavior of elasticporous

(3)

1

O•b

l--c)

DSt

- v.

(7)

However,V. V s can be expressed
in termsof skeletonvolume
strain e as

8

8

8e

V.Vs= • V.Us= • (80e
o)- 8t

(8)

pled problemof thermohydroelasticity
and is a natural out- Accordingly,(7)can be written as
growthof earlierwork in thislaboratory.We first presentthe
D•b
8e
fundamentalequationsand then definethe initial and bound(9)
L)St- (1 - •b)•'•
ary conditions.Becauseof the complexityof the problem,we
have not attempted an analytical solution. Therefore this
paperis concernedwith a numericalsolutionand the devel- Substitutionof (8) and (9) in (5), along with simplemanipuopmentof a finiteelementcode,ROCMAS, that is basedon a lations, results in a new form for the relative mass balance

mixed variational and Galerkin approach. A partial ver- equationfor the fluid,
ification of the code was reportedearlier [Witherspoonet al.,
Dpt
8e
1981b],and a code-to-code
comparisonutilizingthe resultsof
q5
•DS+ p,•-•+ V. f,V•= 0
(10)
Aboustitet al. [1982] will be presentedhere. Also discussed
Developmentof the momentumbalancefor the fluid flow in
are the resultsof an application,the simulationof the environ-

[Mercer, 1973] yields
mentof an emplacedheater.A secondpaperwill be prepared porousmediaunderusualassumptions
whencomprehensive
applicationstudiesof this work become the generalizedDarcy equationof motion in the Cartesian
available.

coordinatesystem:
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q ....

kf

(VP + p•gVz)

Equation (17) provides the first constitutiverelationship for
the analysisof thermohydroelasticphenomena.
The next important constitutiveequation that is comple-

(11)

where

r/l
q

kf

mentaryto (17)relatesthetotalbulkstress
components
% to
straincomponents
%, fluidpressure
P, and the thermalstress
•ru' Biot [1941, 1956] providessucha relationshipin the

liquid dynamic viscosity;
&Vr;

absenceof thermal stresses.It is known that any rise or fall of
temperature acts in the form of initial strains [Zienkiewicz,
1976] that are independent of other mechanical stresses.
Therefore,Biot's [1941] stress-strainlaw for the mechanically
isotropiccaseneedsto be modifiedin the followingway:

localintrinsicpermeability
tensor;
0

P

liquid pressure.

'rij-- 2#(eij-- eTij)-[-J.SijS•a(e•a
- ertl)+ •zgi.iP (18)

Substitutionof (11) in (10) yieldsthe following equation:

Dpl

Oe

&•-• + Pl• = V.

Plkf
rh

Assuming
a thermalexpansivity
tensor7u,theaboveequation

ß(VP+ plgVz) (12)

Further developmentof (12) requires the fluid state equation relating fluid density to temperature and pressure.Assumingsmall changesof density,the truncatedTaylor series
expansionof Pl about the referencedensity Po providesthe
required relationship:

can be written

The coefficientsin the above equationcan be definedas

(OPl/OP)o

Po

Po

wherefir is the coefficientof thermal volumeexpansionfor the
liquid and fie is the compressibilitycoefficientof the liquid.
Substitutingfir and fi•, in (13) and taking the comoving time
derivative of the fluid density, with respectto solid velocity,
gives
Dpl

DT

DP

DSt
- POfiT
• + POfiP
DS'•

(14)

where

1

1

• = Po
P'•-•
c•ijeij
+ • P+ •Mr T

(16)

(19)

where% = 1/2(U•,•+ U•,i),• and# areLame'sconstants,
and
•:ro= (2#7o+ 2t505kffkl)T

(20)

For thermal isotropyconditions,(19) can be written as

Tij= 2#% + J.SijS•,te•,
l -- ]•SijT+ •zSuP

(21)

where fi = (2# + 3;t)7and 7 is the isotropiclinear solid thermal expansioncoefficient.
The dependentvariablesof the above equations(i.e., e, P,
and T) are all regarded as being incremental in value and
representdeviation from the zero (stress-free)
state.Also in the
abovedevelopment,thermal contactequilibrium betweenfluid
and solid is assumed.Equations (17) and (21) provide the
constitutiveequationsrelating stressesto strain in thermohydroelasticityphenomena.
Governing equationsof the phenomenaare (1) the static
equilibriumlaw givenas

•Fij

Ox•
+Psf•
=0

Using (14) in (12) and neglectingthe ¾s' VP and ¾s' VT
terms yields

Ot poOt- V. porh ß(VP
+plgVz) (15)

as

Tij= 2#eij+ ;•SUS•le•l-•rij + •zSuP

Pl=Po
+kOT/o
(T- To)
+k•p•fo
(P-Po) (13)
(Opl/OT)o
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(22)

wheref• is the componentof the body force,which is gravity
in this case,(2) the law of fluid flow in porous media, given in
the form of (15), and (3) the well-knownlaw of conservationof
energy,expressedin the form [Mercer, 1973]

OT

kœ

(pc)•t
-•- + PlCvl
•rh ' (VP+ plgVz)'
VT= V. K•t'VT
(53)

and

M = 1/•]•p

Mr = 1/•bfir

Equation (15) is the final form of the combined mass and
momentum balance law for the moving fluid in thermohydroelasticity.In isothermalconditions,(16) takes the familiar
form of Biot's equation, under the assumptionof solid grain
incompressibility.The same assumptionis used in this study
in the derivation of (7). Consideringthe contribution of the
second-orderterm (e/PoXOPl/Ot)as negligible,the variable •
can be equally termed as the equivalentfluid volume strain in
nonisothermalcases.It may, therefore,be generalizedfor consideration of solid grain compressibilityby introduction of
Biot'scouplingcoefficient• in the followingmanner:
1

1

• = Po
P.•t
•Sue
u+ • P+ Mr T

(17)

where(pc)Mand KM are the specificheat capacityand thermal
conductivityof the fluid-filledmedia,definedas
(pC)• = qbplCvl
+ (1 - qb)psC•s
KM = 4•Kl + (1 - 4•)Ks

in which C•l and C•s are the fluid and solid specificheat
constantsat constantvolume and Kl and Ks are the total fluid
thermal dispersiontensor and the solid thermal diffusion
tensor.In the developmentof (23) the reverseeffectof temperature distribution causedby the elastic deformation of solid
and dilatation of the fluid is neglected.Inclusion of the solid
deformation energy, the most important of the two effects,
bringsabout the thermoelasticcouplingeffect.Addition of this
thermoelasticdissipationrate term, given by Blot [1956] as

[T•fi(c•/c•t)](Sijeij),
to (23)completes
theenergyequation:

10,368
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•T

•

ks

boundary value problemscan rather easily be found. Various

(PC)st
'•- + Tr•fi
• (c5oe
o)+ P•Cv•
m . (VP+ p•gVz)
. VT
= V. Kst. VT

numerical schemes,such as finite element and finite difference
methods, can be utilized. In this work the finite element tech-

(24)

niqueis used.A mixed variationaland Galerkin finite element
method
formsthe basisof this approach.
where Tr] designatesthe absolutetemperaturein the stressfree state.

Besidesneglectingthe energy associatedwith fluid dilatation, thermal contactequilibrium betweenfluid and solid and
absenceof fluid shearingstresses
in the macroscopicsenseare
assumed.An energy source term in (24) and a mass source
term in (15) are neglectedfor the sake of brevity. Both source
terms can be added to the fluid flow and heat equation with
no difficultyif so desired.
As may be seen,the fundamentallaws governingthe static
equilibrium, flow of fluid, and flow of heat are coupled
through the dependentvariablesof solid displacementvector,
fluid pressure, and the macroscopic medium temperature.
These governinglaws, expressedin (15), (22), and (24), in conjunction with constitutiveequations(17),(21) and the equation
of state, (13), provide the complete mathematical formulation
of the linear thermohydroelasticphenomena in saturated
porousmedia.The foregoingequations,along with the following general initial and boundary conditions,define the mixed
initial boundary value problem of thermohydroelasticity
for
whicha numericalsolutionapproachis suggested.
INITIAL

Variational

Formulation

The variational method is used to formulate the hydroelasticpart of the thermohydroelastic
phenomena.

Let R = {U, P) be an admissiblestate in J definedin
V x [0, •), and let the functionsU and P possess
the appropriate continuity and differentiabilityconditions.J is the set of
all admissiblestates,V is the region of spaceoccupiedby the
fluid-poroussolid mixture. A functionfl,(R) over J for each
time t e [0, •) is definedas

•'•t(R)
=;v(eij
*Cijklekl
--2T
ßfic•ijeij
--2psfi
*Us
+2Pß?__!
(•ijei
j _ 1ßVPß•ks VP
Po
1
-P,m

1
P -

P,•

M

T

MT

kfVP) dv- 2 •AGi * Ui ds

+ 2 ßPlgVZ* •

rll

2

AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The general boundary and initial conditions for the saturated porous elasticmedium are

U(x, t)= •J(x,t)

on ,4x x [0,

x(x,t). n(x)= 0,(x, t)

on A2 x [0,

P(x, t)= P(x, t)

on B1 x [0,

k•. v(P+ p•z).n(x)=
•,(x,t)

on

B2 x [0,•)

on

C1 x [0,

on

C2 x [0,

(26)

wheretheasterisk
denotes
convolution
productandCij•,lrepd

•i•f•(R)
=•vvf•(R+ vR) = 0

forevery
R• J

v=0

if and only if R is a solutionstateof the mixedboundaryvalue
problem.The presenceof temperaturetermsin the variational
principleis also justified physicallyby the fact that thermal
effectsact in the form of initial strains,as explainedearlier.
(25)

Kst. VT. n(x)= Qh(x,t)
U(x, 0) = 0

1 ß Ql * ?ds
2

resentsthe elasticitytensor.It can be shown that

r/l

T(x, t)= •(x, t)

- 2

on

V

•(x, 0)=0

on

V

P(x, 0)=0

on

V

T(x,O)=O

on

V

Galerkin

Formulation

A Galerkin

method

is used to obtain

a numerical

formu-

lation for the energyequation.Choosingapproximatingfunctions of the form T = q•T, where • representsthe ith basis
functionsand • denotesthe discretetemperaturevaluesto be
determined,the Galerkin procedure,modified by the applicationof Green'ssecondtheorem,requiresthe following:

A, B, C represent parts of the boundary for stressdisplacement,pressure-fluidflow, and temperature-heatflux
(•C)M*
i • + fiTo*
, • (Ooeo)
+ •iCvl*iq
ßVT
considerations.The quantity V representsthe volume under
consideration.As mentionedearlier, the dependentvariables
+ V•i' K• ' VT dv •iQ• ds = O
(27)
U, P, and T representincrementaldeviationsfrom strain-free
state assumedby the above choice of initial conditions.Con- where the volume integral in (27) representsa global resideration of a different set of values for the initial conditions
statementof (24) and the surfaceintegral indicatesthe global
will necessitatereplacementof U, P, and T by (U- Uo), (P satisfactionof the heat flux boundary condition [Hsu and
- Po), and (T- To)in the developedequations.Moreover, x Nickell, 1974].
has to be replacedby (x- To).In application,however,the
displacement initial condition is seldom included, but this Finite Element Discretization
practicedoesnot affectthe resultsof the analysis.
The field variables,the displacementvector U, the pressure
2

SOLUTION APPROACH

The degree of complexity of the thermohydroelasticity
equationsleaveslittle possibilityfor developinganalytic solutions for even simple initial and boundary value problems.
However, numerical solutionsto the most general initial and

P, and the temperatureT, are interpolatedas follows:

U = •uTrU
p = •t,p
T = (!)t'T

(28)
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where T• standsfor matrix transposeoperationand the tl)i are
piecewisecontinuouspolynomial functions that are used in
conjunction with the mixed isoparametric quadrilateral elements. Proper substitution of (28) and related derivatives of
•u and • representedby •e and •0 in the Galerkin integral
and the functional,after taking variationswith respectto U
and P for the functional, yields the following matrix finite

whereCTpand Ha' are definedas

element formulation:

Now accurate direct solution of (29), (30), and (32) can be

CTp
=n•• T'nT'•n•nT'
dvn
n

Ha
'=Ha+n=•l
• ptnTr•on(•o
nTr
dv
n

properly handled. It is important to notice that the total
systemmatrix is nonsymmetricand of much larger order;
therefore,in the one-stepsolution approach some computer
CpuUq-(Es + 1ßHs)P+ CpTT-- - 1ßQ•
(30) solution efficiencyis lost in comparisonwith the interlacing
solution scheme.However, at the expenseof increasedsoluCruU q- [En+ 1.(Has + Hn)]T = -1 *Qn
(31) tion time, the requiredcomputerstoragemight be reducedby
the use of schemes[Hsu and Nickell, 1974] that make the
where 1' representstime integration. Matrix coefficientsof systemmatrix symmetric.
aboveformulation are presentedin the appendix.
In the above developmentthe medium was assumedto
behave
linearly with respectto all physical properties under
Solution Scheme
consideration.However, at this point the stageis set for the
Two different schemesof time integration are used to inte- introduction of material nonlinearitiesto the numerical apgrate the matrix equations(29), (30), and (31). A predictor- proach presentedhere. At present, the nonlinearitiesconcorrectorscheme[Taylor, 1974] is usedfor the integration of sideredin this work are limited to thosebrought about by the
the first two implicitly coupledequations[Ayatollahi, 1978]. introduction of fracturesin the problem domain and those
For the energyequationthe Crank-Nicolson step-by-steppro- originatingfrom the thermal dependencyof physicalpropercedureis used,where the solutionof eachstep is soughtin the ties. FollOwing the common practice [Zienkiewicz, 1976], no
middle of the interval. The solution technique for both sym- major basicchangeof the numericalmethodis needed.Fracmetric and nonsymmetricmatrices,finalized in the above pro- tures are representedby two nodal point line elements
cedures,is the LU decompositionGaussianmethod.
[Wilson and Witherspoon,1970] for flow modeling and by
The couplingof (31) and (30) is nonlinear and is implicitly four nodal point joint (line) elements[Goodmanet al., 1968]
expressed
in Has,the nonsymmetric
convective
thermalcon- for mechanicalmodeling.The hydromechanicalnonlinearity,
ductivity matrix. The large time constantof the energyequa- causedby fracture deformability,is treated by a secantitertion, as comparedto that of the flow equation, makes the ationscheme
withineachtimestep.Detailsregardin
g theinabovepresentationof the numericalequationsquite attractive troduction of fracture elementsare thoroughly coveredin an
for an interlacing schemeof solutionssuch as used by Sorey earlierpaper[Noorishad
et al.,1982a].Asfarasthermalnon[1975]. This interlacing scheme uses the fluid velocity ob- linear effectsare concerned,the quasi-linearizationapproach
tained from a direct solution of (29) and (30) and feedsback usedin our interlacedmethod allowsfor a proper treatment in
KU + CupP q- CuTT = F

(29)

the temperatureresultingfrom solutionof (31) to the first

most situations. In cases of severe nonlinearities, iterations in

equation pair to repeat the cycle.Quasi-linearizationof temperature dependentmaterial propertiesis embeddedin this
procedure.This approachof solvingthe coupledequationsis
enhancedby the low sensitivityof the dependentvariables P
and U within some rangesof temperaturein different problems. Therefore energy equationsin these ranges can march
through time using large time steps compared to the small
time stepsrequiredin the simultaneoussolvingof the other
two equations. This schemehas still further advantagesin
situationswherethe masstransfercontributionto temperature

eachcyclecan be performed.
VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION

Becauseother methods were not available, full-capability
verificationof ROCMAS was not possiblefor sometime. Earlier publications[Witherspoonet al., 1981b] provide an account of partial testingsof the code. A recent publication by
Aboustitet al. [1982], however,provided an opportunity for

the code-to-code
verificationthat is presented
below.An attemptis madeherein a scopingstudyto simulatethe effectof

distributionis negligible.
In thesecasesa singlesolutionof the

the emplacementof a thermalsourcein a fluid-saturated,frac-

energyequationprovidesthe neededtemperatureinformation

tured rock environment.

for thestepwise
solutionof theothertwo equations.
However,the presentformulationof the coupledequations
(29), (3,0),and (31) needsto be altered if a one-stepdirect

TABLE

1.

Data Used in Sand Column Consolidation Analysis
,

solution (fully implicite) is desired,as opposed to the interlaced solution. To obtain a useful form, a Crank-Nicolson

approximationto (31)is usedand the followingmanipulation
isperformed'

VP ' VT = «PtT'*oIIDoT'Tt+At
q-«TtT'•,o•J]itoT'Pt+At
whereVP = •0T'P, VT = IDoT'T,
andAPATisneglected.
Asa
result,the new matrix representationof energyequation will
be of the form

,

Property

Porosity, •b
Young'smodulus,*E•
Poisson'sratio, v•
Thermal expansioncoefficient,
Matrix heat capacity,pC

,

Value
2.0x

10 -x

6 x 103 Pa
4.0x
3.0x

10 -x
10 -7

Solid-fluid-thermal
conductivity,

167.2kJ/m3 øC
8.36 x 10- x kJ/m s øC
4.0 x 10- 6 m/s

Biot's coupling coefficient,•

1.0

Permeability,].
ks
Material

is rock.

*See notation sectionfor relationshipwith Lame's constants.

CTUU q- (1 ß CTp)P q- (En + 1 ß Hn')T = - 1 ß Qn

(32)

]'Fluidproperties
areassumed
to beconstant
in thisprob16m.
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Fig. 1. Consolidationhistoryfor the one-dimensional
finiteelementmodel.

Verification' ThermoelasticConsolidationof a Sand Column
Aboustit et al. [1982] used a nonconvectivecoupled variational finite element approach to analyze the thermoelastic
consolidationof a sandcolumn.Table 1 givesthe data usedin
this problem.Resultsof their analysishave beenreproducedin

Figure1 alongwith our solutionof the sameproblem.There
is almost perfect agreementbetween the two solutions.The
slight discrepancyis due to the interlacedsolution schemeof
the presentwork, in which tempe.
rature solutionlagsone step
behind the hydromechanicalc.alculations.Reduction of the
time stepsizewill decreasethe difference.In solvingthis prob-

Application'A ScopingAnalysisof the Occurrence
of CoupledThermal-Hydraulic-Mechanical
Phenomena Near a Heater
,

To demonstratethe ability of ROCMAS to simulate the
thermohydromechanical
environmentaround a wastecanister
or heater, the changesof fluid inflow to a heater borehole
inducedby the temperaturerise are studied.A 5-kW heateris
locatedat a depthof 350 m in granite.A horizontalfractureis
assumedto lie 3 m below the heater midplane and extend

fromthe heaterboreholeto a hydrostaticboundaryat a radial
distanceof 20 m from the borehole.The propertiesof rock

lem,the advectionof energyalongWiththe effectsof fluid
compressibility,thermal expansivity,and viscosityvariations
were assumedto be negligible.All of these assumptions,in

Overburden 8 74 MPa
m

theprogramROCMAS.

m

(0,- 326)'

addition to linear material behavior, can be relaxed at will in

(20,-326)

'

TABLE 2. Data Used for Analysis of Fracture Inflow to a Heater

Borehole;

Material

Property

Value
Drift

Rock

massdensity,Ps
porosity,4•

2.6 x 103 kg/m3
5.0 x 10-2

Young's modulus, E s
Poisson'sratio, Vs

51.3 GPa
0.23

thermalexpansion
coefficient,//, 8.8 x 10-5 Cø-•
specificheat,Co
2.1 x 10-• kJ/kgøC
thermalconductivity,
Ks•
3.18x 10-3 kJ/m s øC

permeability,
ks

1.0x 10-x8m2

Biot's storativity constant,1/M
Biot's couplingconstant,•

5.0 GPa
1.0

Fracture initialaperture,2b
Biot's storativity constant,1/M
initial normal stiffness,K N
initial tangentialstiffness,Ks
friction angle, •
cohesion, ½
porosity,4•

5kwi
heater!
Fracture

10- • m
5.0 GPa
85 GPa/m
0.85 MPa/m
30ø
0.0
1.0

The developmentspresentedin this paper do not contain the expansionsneededfor the inclusion of the nonlinear fracture element,
for the sake of brievity. However, as it was explainedin the text, this
task has been performedalong the lines of Noorishadet al. [1982a],
and the ROCMAS code can handle porous fractured rocks.

m

(0,-364)x4
,-,,
Fig. 2.

m

••

• •20,-364)

(r,z)
Finite elementmodel of the heat sourceenvironment.

NOORISHAD
ETAL..'COUPLED
THERMOHYDROELASTICITY

and fracture are given in Table 2, and the two-dimensional
axisymmetric(r, z) finite elementgrid is shown in Figure 2.
The heater drift, approximated by the cylindrical hatched
area, is simulatedby assigninga very low value of Young's
modulusto the elements.Beforethe heaterraisesthe temperature of a large volumeof the rock, the flow from the hydrostatic outer boundary to the atmospheric("zero" hydraulic
pressure)boreholeis high. Later in time, with the heated rock
above the fractureexpandingand the fracture aperturenear
the heater borehole closing, the flow decreasessharply, as
shown in Figure 3. The evolution of the fracture aperture
profile, togetherwith the variationsof the pressureand temperaturedistributions,are shownin Figure 4..As may be seen,

in thepressure-distance
graphof thisfigure,at 0 day,before
thetappingof thefracture,full hydrostatic
p•ress•ure
prevailsin
the fracture. This pressurediminishesrapidly at 0.25 day
before major developmentof the thermal front. However, as
thermal stresses
are established,the fracturestartsclosing.As
a result, the pressureinside the fracture starts rising, thus
leadingto the establishmentof full pressurein the fractureat
14 day, similarto the Q davycase.Theseresultsmay providea
bet(erunderstanding
of someof the observations
madein the
in situ heaterexperimentsin the Stripa granite.The delayed
responses
of the e•tensometers
in theseexperiments
[Wither-
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rationsand t•m?•ratur• profilesalon• th• h•at•r mid?lan•.

spoon
et al., 1981'•]maybe explained
by theclosing
of the

fractt•re.
Similarly,
reduction
leading
to•(oppage
ofthewater interlafing
scheme,
a compatible
solution
isobtained.
To preinflo.•sintotheheaterboreholes
[Nelsonet al., 1981]canalso pare the formulation for a complete direct solution scheme,
the Crank-Nicolsonapproximationis introducedin the
beexplained
by[he samephenomena.
energyequation,and as a result,the energyequationalso
CONCLUSIONS

becomes
linearlycoupled
to theoth• twoequations.
An ac-

The work presentedhere providesa new techniquefor investigationof thermal-hydraulic-mechanicalbehavior of fractured porous rocks.The work is basedon the fundamentalsof
consolidationand thermoelasticity,which are recastinto what

count of the partial verification o[ the developed code
ROCMAS can be found in the work by Witherspoonet al.
[1981b]. In this paper, the results of a code-to-code ver-

ification
ofthetriple
analysis
capabilit•
ofROCMAS
arepre-

wecal! thermohydroelasticity
theory.

sentedfor the first time. Also, in a scopinganalysis,thermohy-

A direct solutionprocesshas been employedthat involvesa
variational formulation and a Galerkin integral to produce a
set of three matrix equa•tions.In this presentationthe equations of static equilibrium and fluid flow appear in an implicitly coupled form, and the energy equation is explicitly
coupled to theseequations.In this scheme,referred to as the

dromechanical

simulation

of fracture

inflow

near a heater was

performed. It was illustrated that the nonlinear fracture behavior activated by coupling effectscan changefluid flow behavior in the rock dramatically.
APPENDIX'

MATRIX

COEFFICIENTS OF

EQUATIONS
(29), (30), AND (31)

Matrix coefficientsof the solution formulation (equations

(29),(30),and(31))aredefined
in thefollowing
equations•'

K=n•1 (•enCn(•e
nTr
dv"
=

n

Cpu:CupTr:•;(•nO•nf)ln
n= 1

n

•0 n

10-6

CU
T=n•1 •n•i•eNTr
n

1

Cry
=• Cvr
•

IO-?

E•=.•1 •. __•.T,dv"
10-8

0

2

4

6

8

I0

n=

n

Time, doys
Fig. 3.

Variation of fluid inflow to the heater borehole as a function
of time.

CpT
=.•=

.

•. __
MT" •.T,
du"
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P
P

PlY]
iz dvn

Pt
q
Qa
Q•

element pressurevector at precedingtime step.
fluid flow vector.
heat flow vector.
fluid flow vector.

•

normalfluidoutflowfromB2boundary.

T

temperature.

Tr• absolutetemperaturein stress-strain
free state.
Tr matrix transposesign.
T
Tt
U, Us
Ut, Vt
Vs
V
un

where

pressure.
pressurevector.

temperature vector.
elementtemperaturevector at precedingtime step.
solid element displacementvector.
liquid displacementand velocity vectors.
solid velocity vector.
spaceoccupiedby fluid-solid mixture.
region of spaceoccupiedby fluid-solid mixture of
an element n.

The superscriptTr standsfor matrix transpositionoperation;
n•, n2, and n3 designateparts of A2, B2, and C2 boundary
surfaces,respectively.
NOTATION

Ax, A2 structuralboundarieswhere displacementsand
surfacetractions are prescribed.
Bx, B2, Cx, C2 fluid flow and heat flow boundary parts
where Dirichlet or Neuman boundary
conditions are prescribed.
C elasticitymatrix.

Cij•,t components
of elasticitytensorfor solidphase.
Cvr
Cvf
Cvr
C•,t
Cvs
D/DSt

pressure-temperaturecoupling matrix.
displacement-pressure
couplingmatrix.
displacement-temperature
couplingmatrix.
specificheat capacityof liquid at constantvolume.
specificheat capacityof solid at constantvolume.
comovingtime derivativefollowingsolid motion.

xi or x, y, z Cartesian coordinates,i -- 1, 2, 3.
• Biot hydroelasticcouplingcoefficient.
fi thermoelasticcoupling coefficient,equal to
(2# + 3X)7.
fie fluid compressibility.
/•t fluid thermal expansioncoefficient.
7 solid thermal expansioncoefficient.

6o Kroneckerdeltafunction.
A
r/t
2
#
v
vs
•
Pt, fit
p•,/5•

first order differenceoperator.
liquid dynamic viscosity.
Lam6's elasticityconstant.
Lam6's elasticityconstant.
functional perturbation parameter.
Poisson'sratio, 2/2(2 + #).
fluid volume strain.
liquid massdensityand averageliquid massdensity.
solid massdensityand averagesolid massdensity
of porous space.
Pta solid-fluidmixture massdensity.

(pC).• solid-fluidmixture heat capacity.
r, % stresstensorand components
(compression
negative).

'l•t,'•tij thermalstresstensorandcomponents.

Es fluid storativitymatrix.

•b
ß•
ß•
ß

Eh heat capacitymatrix.
f/ componentsof body force vector.

•0

% components
of straintensorfor solidphase.
E

Young's modulus,#(32 + 2#)/(2 + #).

F

force vector.

g

gravitational acceleration.

C, tractionvectoronA2 boundary.
Hs fluidconductivity
matrix.
H•

heat conductivitymatrix.

H•s masstransferconductivity
matrix.
ks intrinsicpermeability
tensor.
K

Kt
KM
Ks
M
MT
N

stiffness matrix.

liquid thermal conductivitytensor.
solid-fluidmixture thermal conductivitytensor.
solid thermal conductivitytensor.
Biot's constant,
constant,1/&fiT.
total number

of elements in finite element

idealization.
n

outward

normal

direction

cosine vector.

n index usedto designateelementnumber.

porosity.
displacementinterpolationfunction matrix.
strain-nodal displacementtransformation matrix.
pressureand temperatureinterpolation function
matrix.

transformationmatrix for pressureor temperature

gradients.
½ fracture friction angle.

^ signifiesassignedboundaryconditionsor average
valuesof somethermodynamicquantity.
0 signifiesinitial conditions
ß time convolutionsign
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